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In this paper we investigate intrinsic thermally excited nonequilibrium velocity fluctuations in laminar planar
Couette flow. For this purpose we have complemented the solution of the stochastic Orr-Sommerfeld equation
for the intensity of the fluctuations of the wall-normal velocity, presented in a previous publication, with a
solution of the stochastic Squire equation for the intensity of the fluctuations of the wall-normal vorticity. We
have obtained exact solutions of these equations without boundary conditions and solutions in a Galerkin
approximation when appropriate boundary conditions are included. These results enable us to make a quanti-
tative assessment of the intensity of these nonequilibrium fluctuations, as well as of the related energy ampli-
fication, which are always present, even in the absence of any externally imposed noise.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the present paper is to investigate velocity
fluctuations in a liquid under steady shear on the basis of
fluctuating hydrodynamics. The validity of the method of
fluctuating hydrodynamics for dealing with thermally excited
fluctuations in stationary nonequilibrium states is now well
established, as reviewed in a recent monograph �1�. Fluctua-
tions in nonequilibrium states turn out to be very different
from what one would expect on the basis of a local-
equilibrium assumption for the fluctuations. While thermal
fluctuations in fluids in thermodynamic equilibrium states are
spatially short ranged except for states near a critical point,
thermal fluctuations are always spatially long ranged in non-
equilibrium states �2�. Moreover, the intensity of the fluctua-
tions exhibits a significant enhancement in nonequilibrium
states, even far away from any hydrodynamic instability.
Nonequilibrium enhancements of thermal fluctuations in flu-
ids in the presence of a temperature and/or a concentration
gradient have been observed experimentally, both with light
scattering �3–7� and with shadowgraphy �8–14�.

In the case of a liquid between two horizontal plates and
subjected to a stationary temperature gradient the thermal
fluctuations not only exhibit a pronounced nonequilibrium
enhancement when the liquid layer is heated from below
�15–17� but also when the layer is heated from above �2,3�,
as originally predicted by Kirkpatrick et al. �18�. The inten-
sity of the nonequilibrium enhancement of the �temperature�
fluctuations increases with increasing values of the Rayleigh
number. Eventually the intensity of the nonequilibrium fluc-
tuations, predicted by fluctuating hydrodynamics, diverges at
a value of the Rayleigh number consistent with the critical
value of the Rayleigh number that follows from traditional
hydrodynamic instability analysis for the onset of convection
�19�.

For a liquid under steady shear one needs to evaluate the
�velocity� fluctuations as a function of the Reynolds number.
A fundamental problem is that in the case of planar Couette
and planar Poiseulle flow hydrodynamic instability analysis
does not yield a critical value of the Reynolds number that
would be associated with a transition from laminar to turbu-
lent flow �20–22�. As a consequence, many investigators
have studied the effect of external perturbations on the flow.
For incompressible flow this is commonly done on the basis
of the so-called Orr-Sommerfeld and Squire equations,
which are equations for the vertical components of the ve-
locity and vorticity, also referred to as �wall-� normal veloc-
ity and �wall-� normal vorticity �20,21�. Specifically, one
considers solutions of the �deterministic� Orr-Sommerfeld
and Squire equations after imposing various external pertur-
bations �23–35�.

Here we approach the problem on the basis of fluctuating
hydrodynamics. Hence, we shall not consider the effects of
any external perturbations, but shall evaluate the intrinsic
velocity fluctuations that always are present, even in the ab-
sence of any external noise. For this purpose we have formu-
lated stochastic versions of the Orr-Sommerfeld and Squire
equations. In a previous publication we have obtained the
solution of the stochastic Orr-Sommerfeld equation for the
fluctuations of the wall-normal component of the velocity in
the planar Couette flow problem �36�. This solution is a gen-
eralization of solutions obtained by some previous investiga-
tors �37,38� by incorporating also the effect of the boundary
conditions at the planar walls for the velocity fluctuations. As
the next step we need to complement our previous results
with a solution of the stochastic Squire equation for the fluc-
tuations of the wall-normal component of the vorticity. The
nonequilibrium enhancement of the fluctuations of the wall-
normal velocity is caused by a coupling of the corresponding
hydrodynamic mode with different wave numbers. To deter-
mine the nonequilibrium enhancement of the fluctuations of
the wall-normal vorticity we need also to account for a cou-
pling of these vorticity fluctuations with the wall-normal-
velocity fluctuations with the same wave number. By com-*jmortizz@fis.ucm.es
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bining the solutions of the stochastic Orr-Sommerfeld and
Squire equations, we shall be able to determine the nonequi-
librium enhancement of the �kinetic� energy which is related
to the concept of energy amplification in the fluid-dynamics
literature �32�.

We shall proceed as follows. In Sec. II we first remind the
reader of the theory of fluctuations in an incompressible liq-
uid in the absence of flow. In Sec. III we specify the stochas-
tic Orr-Sommerfeld and Squire equations. To obtain a com-
prehensive solution for the fluctuations we need to
supplement the stochastic Orr-Sommerfeld and Squire equa-
tions with appropriate boundary conditions for the velocity
and vorticity fluctuations. First in Sec. IV we consider the
solutions of the stochastic Orr-Sommerfeld and Squire equa-
tions in the absence of such boundary conditions. Then in
Sec. V we consider how these solutions are modified by
appropriate boundary conditions for the normal-velocity and
normal-vorticity fluctuations. In Sec. VI we determine the
intrinsic nonequilibrium energy amplification resulting from
the velocity fluctuations. We conclude the paper with some
final remarks in Sec. VII.

II. VELOCITY FLUCTUATIONS IN EQUILIBRIUM

In this section we briefly review the theory for the veloc-
ity autocorrelation functions in an incompressible liquid in
equilibrium, i.e., in the absence of any macroscopic flow. For
clarity we use in this section variables with physical dimen-
sions, while in the remainder of the paper we use mostly
dimensionless variables, as we did in our previous publica-
tion on the subject �36�. The relevant linearized fluctuating-
hydrodynamics equations for the fluctuations �v�r , t� and
�p�r , t� of the velocity and the pressure at location r and
time t around their mean values v=v0=0 and p= p0 are

� · �v = 0,

���v�
�t

= −
1

�0
� �p + ��2�v +

1

�0
� · �� , �1�

where �0 is the �mean� density, � is the kinematic viscosity,
and ���r , t� is a random fluctuating stress tensor �1,39�. The
autocorrelation function for the random stress tensor for a
fluid in equilibrium is given by the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem. For an incompressible liquid under consideration
here, the autocorrelation function between the different com-
ponents of the random stress tensor is �1,39,40�

���ij�r,t� · ��kl�r�,t���

= 2kBT���ik� jl + �il� jk���r − r����t − t�� , �2�

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature, �
=�0� is the shear viscosity, and �ik are Kronecker deltas. The
average �¯� in Eq. �2� is over thermal noise, which is as-
sumed to be a Markovian Gaussian stochastic process �1�.

To solve Eq. �1� for the velocity fluctuations in equilib-
rium, we first eliminate the pressure term by taking a double
curl of the linearized fluctuating Navier-Stokes equation in
Eq. �1� and obtain as usual �41�

���2�v�
�t

= ��4�v + F �3�

with a Langevin random noise term

F�r,t� =
1

�0
� � � � ������r,t��� . �4�

Equation �3� illustrates the well-known observation that the
incompressibility approximation decouples the equation of
the velocity fluctuations from any of the other fluctuating-
hydrodynamics equations. Physically it means that in an in-
compressible liquid the pressure fluctuations are completely
determined once the velocity fluctuations have been obtained
from the solution of Eq. �3�.

To solve Eq. �3� for the velocity fluctuations, we apply a
full spatiotemporal Fourier transformation. In equilibrium
the correlation fluctuations are short ranged and isotropic,
independent of boundary conditions in any of the spatial di-
rections. The random force F�r , t� in Eqs. �3� and �4� repre-
sents a Langevin random noise term and the components of
its temporal and spatial Fourier transform F�� ,q� are given
by

Fi��,q� = −
iqjqlqs

�0
	ijk	klm��ms��,q� , �5�

where 	ijk represent the components of the totally antisym-
metric tensor, and summation over repeated indices is under-
stood. The statistical correlations among the different com-
ponents Fi�� ,q� of the random force F�� ,q� can be readily
calculated by combining Eq. �5� with the correlation func-
tions among the various components of ���� ,q� deduced
from Eq. �2�. After some algebra one obtains

�Fi��,q� · Fj
����,q���

=
2kBT

�0
�q2�q2�ij − qiqj��2
�4��� − �����q − q�� .

�6�

Now we have all the information needed to obtain the ele-
ments Cij�� ,q� of the correlation matrix C�� ,q� for the ve-
locity fluctuations, defined by

��vi��,q� · �v j
����,q��� = Cij��,q��2
�4��� − �����q − q�� ,

�7�

where the presence of the two delta functions is expected,
because of translational symmetry in space and time that
exists in equilibrium. Applying a spatiotemporal Fourier
transformation to Eq. �3�, solving for the components of
�v�� ,q�, and making use of Eq. �6� we obtain the following
expression for Cij�� ,q�:

Cij��,q� = ��ij − q̂iq̂j�
kBT

�0

2�q2

�2 + �2q4 , �8�

where q̂i=qi /q. Notice that for an incompressible liquid all
elements of the autocorrelation matrix for the velocity fluc-
tuations are related to a single transverse-velocity-correlation
function C��� ,q�, such that
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Cij��,q� = ��ij − q̂iq̂j�C���,q� . �9�

In a compressible Newtonian fluid there are two independent
elements of the correlation matrix for the velocity fluctua-
tions, namely, transverse-velocity autocorrelation function
�9� and a longitudinal-velocity autocorrelation function
�42,43�. The incompressibility condition � ·�v=0 causes the
longitudinal-velocity autocorrelation function to vanish.

From the velocity fluctuations one readily obtains the
well-known expression for the thermal kinetic energy. If we
define an “average” velocity fluctuation in a given volume V
as

�v�t� =
1

V
	

V

�v�r,t�dr , �10�

we have for the mean squared value of these velocity fluc-
tuations

���v�t��2� =
1

V2	 	
V�V

��vi�r,t��vi�r�,t��drdr�. �11�

If we apply an inverse Fourier transformation to Eq. �7� for
the velocity-correlation tensor, substitute the result into Eq.
�11�, and perform the integrals over the spatial variables r
and r�, we obtain

���v�t��2� = 2
kBT

Nm0
= �v0

2� , �12�

where N is the number molecules in a volume V and m0 is
the molecular mass, so that �0=Nm0 /V. We thus reproduce a
well-known result from statistical mechanics, referred to as
the first sum rule of the velocity-correlation function �42,43�.
Note that we obtain here a factor 2 on the right-hand side
�RHS� of Eq. �12� �instead of the common 3� as a conse-
quence of the incompressibility condition. Since � ·�v=0,
only two components of the velocity can fluctuate indepen-
dently. For compressible fluids the longitudinal-velocity au-
tocorrelation function is not zero and instead of Eq. �12� one
would obtain the regular result �i.e., ��	kin�= 1

2Nm0�v0
2�

= 3
2kBT� �42,43�.

III. STOCHASTIC ORR-SOMMERFELD
AND SQUIRE EQUATIONS

In this section we consider an isothermal liquid under
incompressible flow �thus, with uniform density �� that is
located between two horizontal plates separated by a distance
2L. The mean flow velocity v0= ��̇z ,0 ,0� is in the x direc-
tion, with �̇ representing a constant shear rate in the z direc-
tion. We continue to use here the coordinate system adopted
in our previous publication that agrees with the nomenclature
of Drazin and Reid �20� and which is sometimes referred to
as the meteorological convention �34�. Thus our x, y, and z
directions correspond to what are being designated in the
fluid-dynamics literature as the streamwise, spanwise, and
�wall-� normal directions, respectively �32,21�. This physical
situation is usually referred to as planar or plane Couette
flow.

It is convenient to introduce dimensionless variables, de-
fined by

r̃ =
r

L
, t̃ = �̇t, �p̃ =

�p

�0L2�̇2 ,

�ṽ =
�v

L�̇
, ��̃ =

��

�0L2�̇2 , q̃ = qL, �̃ = �/�̇ . �13�

In a previous publication �36� we have shown how, starting
from the fluctuating-hydrodynamics equations for incom-
pressible flow, one can eliminate the pressure fluctuations in
a way similar to the derivation of Eq. �3� and obtain two
dimensionless fluctuating-hydrodynamics equations for the
fluctuations �vz�r , t� and ��z=�y�vx−�x�vy of the normal
components of the velocity and vorticity, respectively,

�t��2�vz� + z�x��2�vz� −
1

Re
�4��vz� = Fz �14�

and

�t���z� + z�x���z� − �y�vz −
1

Re
�2���z� = Rz, �15�

where

Re = �̇L2/� �16�

is the Reynolds number, Fz�r , t� in Eq. �14� is the dimension-
less wall-normal component of the same random force F�r , t�
appearing in the RHS of Eq. �3�, while Eq. �15� has a thermal
noise term Rz�r , t� that is the wall-normal component of

R�r,t� = � � ������r,t��� . �17�

Notice that in Eqs. �14� and �15� we have omitted the
tildes in denoting the variables since from now on we shall
exclusively use dimensionless quantities �except in some ex-
plicitly indicated places in Sec. VI�. Equations �14� and �15�
form a pair of coupled stochastic differential equations,
which need to be solved for the fluctuating fields �vz�r , t�
and ��z�r , t� with appropriate boundary conditions. The de-
terministic versions of Eqs. �14� and �15� are known as the
Orr-Sommerfeld equation and the Squire equation, respec-
tively �20,21�. Our basic assumption is that in the presence
of flow we can continue to use the same expressions for the
correlation functions between the components of the random
stress tensor ���r , t� on the RHS of the Orr-Sommerfeld and
Squire equations �Eqs. �14� and �15�� as in the absence of
flow, for which the autocorrelation function of the random
stress tensor ���r , t� is given by Eq. �2� according to the
well-known fluctuating-dissipation theorem. One important
consequence of this assumption is that the random noise term
in the stochastic Orr-Sommerfeld equation is uncorrelated
with that in the Squire equation, namely,

�Fz
��r,t� · Rz�r�,t��� = �Rz

��r,t� · Fz�r�,t��� = 0, �18�

while the autocorrelations of Fz�r , t� and Rz�r , t� will be dis-
cussed later. The extension of fluctuating hydrodynamics to
nonequilibrium states by applying a local version of the
fluctuation-dissipation theorem has been verified experimen-
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tally for fluctuations in liquids with a temperature gradient
and in liquid mixtures with a concentration gradient �1�.

As shown in a previous publication, the stochastic Orr-
Sommerfeld equation �Eq. �14�� predicts a nonequilibrium
enhancement of the intensity of the normal-velocity fluctua-
tions that depends on the value of the Reynolds number �36�.
This nonequilibrium enhancement is caused by a coupling of
the same modes �associated with the normal-velocity fluctua-
tions� but with different wave numbers. We shall refer to this
mechanism as self-coupling. As a consequence the nonequi-
librium enhancement of the normal-velocity fluctuations can
be described by a single partial differential equation �Eq.
�14��. However, unlike the Orr-Sommerfeld equation, the
Squire equation also includes a coupling of the vorticity fluc-
tuations with the velocity fluctuations �with the same wave
number�, besides the self-coupling mechanism. Hence, to de-
termine the nonequilibrium enhancement of the normal-
vorticity fluctuations we need to solve the two coupled sto-
chastic equations �Eqs. �14� and �15�� simultaneously.

IV. NONEQUILIBRIUM VELOCITY FLUCTUATIONS
IN THE ABSENCE OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The solutions of the stochastic Orr-Sommerfeld and
Squire equations should satisfy appropriate boundary condi-
tions for �vz and ��z at the two horizontal planes. Here we
first consider the solutions in the absence of any boundary
conditions. The idea is that the resulting solutions are valid
inside the bulk of the liquid at wavelengths much smaller
than the distance between the plates.

The solution of the stochastic Orr-Sommerfeld equation
�Eq. �14�� was presented in a previous publication �36�.
There it was shown that the solution in the absence of any
boundary conditions can be obtained by applying a full spa-
tiotemporal Fourier transformation to Eq. �14�,

q2
i� +
q2

Re
��vz��,q� − qx

�

�qz
�q2�vz��,q�� = Fz��,q� .

�19�

To solve Eq. �19� for �vz�� ,q� we followed Lutsko and
Dufty �37,44,45� by expressing the solution in terms of a
Green’s function, namely,

�vz��,q� = 	
−�

�

dqz�
G��,q�,qz,qz��

q�
2 + qz

2 Fz��,q�,qz�� , �20�

where the Green’s function G�� ,q� ,qz ,qz�� is the solution of


i� +
q2

Re
�G��,q�,qz,qz�� − qx

�

�qz
G��,q�,qz,qz�� = ��qz − qz�� .

�21�

In Eqs. �20� and �21�, q� = �qx ,qy� represents the projection of
the fluctuations wave vector q onto the horizontal plane, par-
allel to the fluid boundaries. Please note that to shorten the
notation we have slightly modified the definition of the
Green’s function G�� ,q� ,qz ,qz�� as compared to that used in
the previous publication �36� by incorporating a factor q2.

We now solve the stochastic Squire equation �Eq. �15�� by
a similar procedure. Thus we first apply a full spatiotemporal

Fourier transformation to Eq. �15�, so as to obtain


i� +
q2

Re
���z��,q� − qx

�

�qz
��z��,q�

= Rz��,q� + iqy�vz��,q� , �22�

where Rz�� ,q� is the wall-normal component of the spa-
tiotemporal Fourier transform of the Langevin random-force
term, defined by Eq. �17� in terms of the random stress,

Rz��,q� = qiqj	zji��ij��,q� . �23�

We observe that the solution ��z�� ,q� of the �Fourier-
transformed� Squire equation �Eq. �22�� can be expressed in
terms of the Green’s function G�� ,q� ,qz ,qz�� and an extra
contribution ��z

�2��� ,q�, such that

��z��,q� = 	
−�

�

dqz�G��,q�,qz,qz��Rz��,q�,qz�� + ��z
�2���,q� ,

�24�

where the function ��z
�2��� ,q� is the solution of


i� +
q2

Re
���z

�2� − qx
�

�qz
��z

�2� = iqy�vz �25�

with �vz�� ,q� given by Eq. �20� and, hence, being the solu-
tion of the stochastic Orr-Sommerfeld equation.

Notice that in Eq. �24� ��z
�2��� ,q� is a random function,

while the Green’s function G�� ,q� ,qz ,qz�� is a deterministic
function. Representation �24� for the solution of the stochas-
tic Squire equation as a sum of two terms reflects the pres-
ence of two distinct coupling mechanisms. The first term on
the RHS of Eq. �24� is similar to expression �20� for the
solution of the stochastic Orr-Sommerfeld equation and rep-
resents the result of the self-coupling mechanism between
vorticity fluctuations with different qz. This mode-coupling
mechanism is also present in the stochastic Squire equation.
However, the second term on the RHS of Eq. �24� accounts
for a mode coupling between the velocity and vorticity fluc-
tuations in the Squire equation that is not present in the Orr-
Sommerfeld equation.

To determine the autocorrelation functions
��vz

��� ,q� ·�vz��� ,q��� and ���z
��� ,q� ·��z��� ,q���, we

need the correlation functions between the random noise
terms on the RHS of the Fourier-transformed stochastic Orr-
Sommerfeld and Squire equations �Eqs. �19� and �22��.
These correlation functions can be readily evaluated from
Eq. �2� for the elements of the random stress tensor ��.
From the definition of Fz�� ,q� in Eq. �5� and of Rz�� ,q� in
Eq. �23�, one then obtains

�Fz
���,q� · Fz���,q���

2S̃�2
�4
= q�

2q4��� − �����q − q�� ,

�26a�
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�Rz
���,q� · Rz���,q���

2S̃�2
�4
= q�

2q2��� − �����q − q�� ,

�26b�

while the cross-correlation �Fz
��� ,q� ·Rz��� ,q��� is zero as a

consequence of Eq. �18�. In Eq. �25� we have introduced a

dimensionless strength S̃ of the thermal noise given by �36�

S̃ =
kBT

�̇3L7

�

�0
=

kBT

�0L3

1

�̇2L2

1

Re
. �27�

We note again that dimensionless quantities �including a di-
mensionless random stress� are used in this paper.

A. Solution procedure

Here we explicitly solve Eqs. �21� and �25� for the
Green’s function G�� ,q� ,qz ,u� and the contribution
��z

�2��� ,q� to the vorticity fluctuations. The solutions can be
formally expressed as

G�qz,qz�� = 	
0

�

e−�qz,����qz − qz� + qx��d� , �28�

��z
�2��qz� = iqy	

0

�

e−�qz,���vz�qz + qx��d� , �29�

with

�qz,�� =
qx

2

3Re
�3 +

qxqz

Re
�2 + 
i� +

q�
2 + qz

2

Re
�� . �30�

To simplify the notation, we dropped the implicit �, q� de-
pendence of all quantities appearing in Eqs. �28�–�30�, re-
taining explicitly only the qz dependence of ��z

�2�, and the
dependence on qz and qz� of the Green’s function. Notice that
Eqs. �29� and �30� are valid for both positive and negative
values of qx.

Upon substituting Eq. �20� for �vz�� ,q� into Eq. �29� for
��z

�2��� ,q� and using explicit expression �28� of the Green’s
function, we obtain an alternative expression that will turn
out to be more useful in the following. Specifically,

��z
�2��qz� = iqy	

−�

�

duFz�u�	
0

� 	
0

�

d�d�
exp�− �qz,� + ���

q�
2 + �qz + qx��2

��„qz − u + qx�� + ��… , �31�

which can be simplified by integration over polar coordinates
in the first quadrant of the �� ,�� plane into

��z
�2��qz� = 2iqy	

−�

�

duFz�u�	
0

�

d�	
0

1

ds
�s exp�− �qz,���
q�

2 + �qz + qx�s2�2

���qz − u + qx�� . �32�

The integral over the auxiliary variable s can be performed
explicitly.

B. Correlation functions of wall-normal-velocity
and vorticity fluctuations

Our ultimate goal is to evaluate the intrinsic nonequilib-
rium energy amplification, that is, the energy amplification in
the absence of any externally imposed noise correlations. For
this purpose we need the correlation functions of the vertical
components �vz and ��z of the velocity and vorticity fluc-
tuations.

The correlation function of the fluctuations of the wall-
normal component �vz of the velocity, previously referred to
as transverse velocity, was derived in our previous publica-
tion �36�. The resulting expression was shown to have the
form

��vz
���,q� · �vz���,q���

= Czz��,q�,qz,qz���2
�3��� − �����q� − q��� �33�

with the function Czz�� ,q� ,qz ,qz�� given by Eq. �20� in Ref.
�36�. As is to be expected from translational time invariance
of the steady state, the autocorrelation function of the
transverse-velocity fluctuations is proportional to ���−���.
Because of translational invariance in the horizontal xy
plane, it is also proportional to ��q� −q���. However, as was
discussed in more detail in Ref. �36�, this correlation func-
tion is not invariant under translations in the vertical direc-
tion.

Here we proceed with the evaluation of the correlation
function ���z

��� ,q� ·��z��� ,q��� for the wall-normal-
vorticity fluctuations. From representation �24� of ��z�� ,q�
we conclude that this autocorrelation function will contain
two distinct contributions. The first contribution is the auto-
correlation of the first term in the RHS of Eq. �24�, which
arises from the self-coupling of the vorticity fluctuations.
The second contribution is ���z

�2���� ,q���z
�2���� ,q��� which

arises from the coupling of the vorticity fluctuations and the
velocity fluctuations through Eq. �25�. Because of the struc-
ture of thermal noise �18�, the cross correlation between the
first and the second contributions in the RHS of Eq. �24�
vanishes. In addition, from Eq. �25� it follows that each one
of the two nonzero contributions will be proportional to delta
functions in frequency and in the xy component of the wave
number. Therefore, we find that similarly to Eq. �33�,

���z
���,q� · ��z���,q���

= Wzz��,q�,qz,qz���2
�3��� − �����q� − q��� , �34�

where the function Wzz is also the sum of two contributions
corresponding to the two coupling mechanisms mentioned
above. Explicit expressions for each one of these two contri-
butions can be readily obtained by combining Eqs. �29� and
�32� with the correlation functions �Eq. �25�� between the
two components of the thermal noise. Here we do not display
the expressions for Wzz explicitly. First, the explicit expres-
sions are very long and not informative. Second, for an
evaluation of the energy amplification we only need the
equal-time-correlation functions. For these reasons we do not
discuss here the frequency spectrum of the vorticity fluctua-
tions, a phenomenon that is complicated due to the nontrans-
lational invariance along the wall-normal direction
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The equal-time autocorrelation functions of the wall-
normal-velocity and vorticity fluctuations are ready obtained
by applying a double Fourier �anti�transform to Eqs. �33� and
�34� with the results

��vz
��q,t� · �vz�q�,t��

�2
�2��q� − q���
=

1

2

	

−�

�

Czz��,q�,qz,qz��d� ,

�35�

���z
��q,t� · ��z�q�,t��

�2
�2��q� − q���
=

1

2

	

−�

�

Wzz��,q�,qz,qz��d� .

�36�

The integration over frequency of Czz�� ,q� ,qz ,qz�� for the
wall-normal velocity fluctuations was evaluated in our pre-
ceding publication on the subject �36�, where we showed that

	
−�

�

d�Czz��,q�,qz,qz�� = Czz�q�4
2��qz − qz�� �37�

with the intensity Czz�q� of the wall-normal-velocity fluctua-
tions splitting additively into an equilibrium and a nonequi-
librium contribution, namely,

Czz�q� = Czz
�E��q� + Czz

�NE��q� �38�

with

Czz
�E��q� = S̃Re

q�
2

q2 ,

Czz
�NE��q� = 2S̃Re

qxq�
2

q4 	
0

�

d��qz + qx��e−���,q�, �39�

and

���,q� =
2�

3Re
�qx

2�2 + 3�qxqz + 3q2� . �40�

Here we perform a completely similar calculation, but
now for the wall-normal-vorticity fluctuations obtained by
solving the stochastic Squire equation �Eq. �15��. Integration
of the explicit expression for Wzz�� ,q� ,qz ,qz�� over the fre-
quency � yields, similarly to Eq. �37�,

	
−�

�

d�Wzz��,q�,qz,qz�� = Wzz�q�4
2��qz − qz�� . �41�

Note that Eq. �41�, as well as Eq. �37�, demonstrates the
translational invariance of the equal-time velocity and vortic-
ity fluctuations when boundary conditions are not taken into
account. Hence, although the temporal spectrum of these
fluctuations does not satisfy translational invariance, the total
intensity of the fluctuations is translational invariant

Of course, the intensity Wzz�q� of the wall-normal-
vorticity fluctuations will inherit the two contributions to
Wzz�� ,q� corresponding to the two distinct coupling mecha-
nisms mentioned after Eqs. �32� and �34�. Specifically we
find

Wzz�q� = Wzz
�E��q� + Wzz

�NE��q� , �42�

with

Wzz
�E��q� = 2S̃q�

2	
0

�

d��q�
2 + �qz + qx��2�e−���,q� = S̃Req�

2,

�43a�

Wzz
�NE��q� = 2S̃

qy
2

qx
2	

0

�

d��q�
2 + �qz + qx��2�2

�
arctanqz + qx�

q�
� − arctanqz

q�
��2

e−���,q�.

�43b�

Recalling that the coefficient S̃, given by Eq. �27�, is in-
versely proportional to the Reynolds number Re, we note
that the first contribution to Wzz�q�, given by Eq. �43a� and
arising from the autocorrelation of the first term in the RHS
of Eq. �24�, is independent of the Reynolds number and re-
produces the equilibrium result for the autocorrelation of the
vertical vorticity fluctuations. We thus arrive at the interest-
ing conclusion that the self-coupling of the vorticity fluctua-
tions does not yield any nonequilibrium contribution to the
intensity of the vorticity fluctuations. Only the second con-
tribution to Wzz�q�, given by Eq. �43b� and arising from the
coupling of the vorticity fluctuations and the velocity fluc-
tuations through ��z

�2��� ,q� in Eq. �24�, yields a contribution
to a nonequilibrium intensity of the vorticity fluctuations. For
this reason we have used the superscripts �E� and �NE� to
distinguish between these two contributions to the wall-
normal-vorticity correlation function. It can be easily verified
that the nonequilibrium contribution Wzz

�NE��q� from the self-
coupling of the vorticity fluctuations varies for small value of
the Reynolds number as Re2.

Regarding the anisotropic nature of the fluctuations we
note that the intensity, Czz

�NE��q�, of the nonequilibrium wall-
normal-velocity fluctuations vanishes at qx=0 and has a
maximum at qy =0. On the other hand, the intensity of the
nonequilibrium wall-normal-vorticity fluctuations, Wzz

�NE��q�,
vanishes at qy =0 and has a maximum at qx=0. We are not
able to evaluate integral �43b� for the intensity of the non-
equilibrium vorticity fluctuations analytically so as to specify
its dependence on the wave vector q explicitly. However, it
is possible to obtain the asymptotic expansions for large and
small wave numbers q. To specify these limits we introduce
spherical coordinates by substituting qz=q cos �, q� =q sin �
and qx=q sin � cos � into Eq. �43b�. After these substitu-
tions, the two above mentioned limits can be properly taken,
and we obtain

Wzz
�NE��q� →

q→0

S̃� 2
3�1/3�� 2

3�Re5/3�cos � sin ��2/3

� �� tan ��2q2/3, �44a�
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Wzz
�NE��q� →

q→�

S̃
Re3

2q2 sin4 � sin2 � , �44b�

where the small-q expansion is only valid for cos ��0.
From Eq. �44� we conclude that the nonequilibrium enhance-
ment of the normal-vorticity fluctuations �i.e., the ratio of the
intensities of the nonequilibrium and equilibrium fluctua-
tions� exhibits a crossover from a q2/3 dependence for small
q to a q−2 dependence for large q. In a previous publication
�36� we have shown that the nonequilibrium enhancement of
the normal-velocity fluctuations exhibits a crossover from a
q−4/3 dependence for smaller q to a competition between a
q−2 and a q−4 dependence for large q, depending on the di-
rection of the wave vector q. It should be noted that while
the wave-number dependence for large q is an intrinsic prop-
erty of the fluctuations in the bulk of the liquid, the wave-
number dependence for small q is strongly affected by the
presence of boundaries, to be considered in Sec. V.

The asymptotic Eq. �44b� ceases to be valid for
cos �=0, i.e., for wave vectors in the plane in which the
spanwise direction is located �qx=0�. If we take the limit
qx→0 in Eq. �43b� and then perform the integration over the
variable � we obtain for qx=0

Wzz
�NE��qx = 0,qy,qz� =

1

2
S̃

qy
4Re3

�qy
2 + qz

2�3 , �45�

which is proportional to the cube of the Reynolds number.
Another limit worth investigating is qz→0 �sin �=1�. In

this case the wave vector q=q� is perpendicular to the z
components of the fluctuating velocity and vorticity, i.e., par-
allel to the two boundaries. For this reason we have referred
to �vz at qz=0 as transverse-velocity fluctuations in our pre-
vious publication �36�. As will be discussed in more detail in
Sec. VI, taking the limit qz→0 corresponds to averaging the
fluctuations over the wall-normal direction. In Fig. 1 we

show a plot of the normalized intensity Wzz
�NE��q�� / S̃ of the

nonequilibrium normal-vorticity fluctuations, deduced from
Eq. �43b� as a function of the magnitude q� of the wave
vector q� for qz=0, qx=qy ��=
 /4�, and Re=20. The
choice �=
 /4 represents a value intermediate between
�=0 �qy =0� for which Wzz

�NE� vanishes and �=
 /2 for which
Wzz

�NE� is given by Eq. �45� and the asymptotic algebraic q2/3

at small q vanishes. As is evident from Fig. 1, the intensity of
the nonequilibrium normal-vorticity fluctuations is essen-
tially a crossover between the two asymptotic behaviors de-
scribed by Eq. �44�.

V. NONEQUILIBRIUM VELOCITY FLUCTUATIONS
IN THE PRESENCE OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Planar Couette flow cannot be maintained without two
bounding plates that drive the fluid flow. In our previous
publication we showed that the presence of boundary condi-
tions profoundly modifies the spatial spectrum of the veloc-
ity fluctuations �36�. Hence, we should expect that confine-
ment will also affect the vorticity fluctuations. The
appropriate boundary condition for the wall-normal-vorticity
fluctuations at the two bounding plates is �41�

��z = 0 at z = � 1. �46�

We remind the reader that we continue to use dimensionless
lengths scaled by the half-height of the liquid layer.

To accommodate the boundary conditions �Eq. �46��, we
apply to the Squire equation �Eq. �15�� a spatiotemporal Fou-
rier transformation, but restricting the spatial transformation
to only the horizontal xy plane. The resulting stochastic dif-
ferential equation can be expressed as

S��,q�,z� · ��z��,q�,z� = F2��,q�,z� , �47�

where the Squire linear differential operator is

S��,q�,z� = i�� + zqx� −
1

Re
��z

2 − q�
2� , �48�

and the stochastic force

F2��,q�,z� = Rz��,q�,z� + iqy�vz��,q�,z� , �49�

with Rz�� ,q� ,z� representing the Fourier transform of the
vertical component of the random force R�r , t�, as defined by
Eq. �17� in terms of the random stress. The physical signifi-
cance of Eq. �47� is that the vertical-velocity fluctuations
�vz�� ,q� ,z�, obtained from solving the Orr-Sommerfeld
equation with proper boundary conditions, act here as an
independent source of �additive� noise in the fluctuating
Squire equation. Otherwise, the approach is similar to the
one followed in Sec. IV for determining the vorticity fluc-
tuations in the bulk without boundary conditions.

To obtain an analytic solution of the stochastic Squire
equation �Eq. �47�� in a fluid layer of finite height we adopt
a Galerkin approximation just as we did previously for the
evaluation of the confinement effect on the wall-normal-
velocity fluctuations �36�. Thus, we express the solution of
Eq. �47� in terms of a series,

0.01 0.1 1 10
10

100

~
W

(N
E

)

Z
Z

(q
||)

/S

q
||

FIG. 1. Normalized intensity Wzz
�NE��q�� / S̃ of the nonequilibrium

wall-normal-vorticity fluctuations as a function of the horizontal
wave number q� for qz=0, qx=qy =q ��=
 /4� and Re=20. The
straight lines represent the asymptotic behaviors for small and large
q�, as given by Eq. �44�.
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��z��,q�,z� = �z2 − 1��
N=0

�

BN��,q��zN. �50�

This expression for ��z�� ,q� ,z� satisfies the boundary con-
ditions �Eq. �46�� for any set of coefficients BN�� ,q��. The
polynomial �z2−1� that forces ��z�� ,q� ,z� to satisfy the
boundary conditions is usually referred to as the Galerkin
test function. The coefficients BN�� ,q�� of the Galerkin ex-
pansion are determined by projecting the stochastic differen-
tial equation �Eq. �47�� onto the elements of the polynomial
basis, zN�z2−1�, used to express ��z itself. This procedure
requires solving the system of algebraic equations,

�
M

XNM��,q��BM��,q�� = F2,N��,q�� , �51�

where

XNM = 	
−1

1

dz�z2 − 1�zN�S · �z2 − 1�zM� , �52a�

F2,N = 	
−1

1

dz�z2 − 1�zNF2��,q�,z� . �52b�

To shorten notation, we are no longer denoting the �� ,q��
dependence of XNM, F2,N, and the Squire operator S explic-
itly.

The Galerkin approximation is only practical if series �50�
can be truncated after a few terms, so that set �51� of linear
algebraic equations has a low enough dimensionality to be
readily inverted and solved for BN�� ,q��. If we truncate
Galerkin expansion �50� retaining only the first two terms,
we obtain for the matrix appearing on the left-hand side
�LHS� of Eq. �51�,

X��,q�� =
16

105�7
i� +
1

Re
q�

2 +
5

2
�� iqx

iqx i� +
1

Re
q�

2 +
21

2
� � ,

�53�

which, indeed, can be readily inverted.
From Eq. �50� we see that the autocorrelation function

���z
��� ,q� ,z� ·��z��� ,q� ,z��� will depend on the correlation

functions �BN
� �� ,q�� ·BM��� ,q���� among the coefficients to

be obtained from solving Eq. �51�. These correlation func-
tions, in turn, will depend on the random-force autocorrela-
tion function �F2

��� ,q� ,z� ·F2��� ,q�� ,z���. From Eq. �49� we
see that the random-force autocorrelation function contains
contributions from the Fourier-transformed wall-normal-
velocity fluctuations �vz�� ,q� ,z� and from the Fourier-
transformed thermal noise Rz�� ,q� ,z�. The cross correlation
between �vz and Rz is zero. Indeed, �vz�� ,q� ,z� is propor-
tional to Fz�� ,q� ,z� �36�, which is uncorrelated with
Rz�� ,q� ,z� in accordance with Eq. �18� �that remains valid
when the Fourier transforms are applied only in the horizon-
tal x-y plane�.

Using a Galerkin approximation with appropriate test
functions, we have found that the solution of the stochastic

Orr-Sommerfeld equation for the autocorrelation function of
the wall-normal-velocity fluctuations has the form �36�

��vz
���,q�,z� · �vz���,q��,z���

= Czz��,q�,z,z���2
�3��� − �����q� − q��� �54�

with an explicit second-order Galerkin approximation for the
function Czz�� ,q� ,z ,z�� that is not repeated here.

Similarly, combining Eq. �54� with the definition �Eq.
�52b�� of the projections of the random force acting in the
RHS of the Squire equation, it can be shown that

�F2,N
� ��,q�� · F2,M���,q����

= �CNM
�1� �q�� + CNM

�2� ��,q����2
�3��� − �����q� − q��� ,

�55�

where the random-force correlation matrix has been split in
two parts. The first part CNM

�1� �q�� comes from the autocorre-
lation of the random force Rz�� ,q� ,z� in Eq. �49� and does
not depend explicitly on the frequency. This first contribution
can be evaluated by following the procedures developed in
previous publications �19,36� for the Rayleigh-Bénard prob-
lem and for the normal-wall velocity fluctuations in planar
Couette flow, respectively. A second-order calculation gives

C�1��q�� = S̃
32q�

2

105 �7q�
2 +

5

2
� 0

0 q�
2 +

21

2
� . �56�

The second part C�2��� ,q�� of the correlation matrix in
Eq. �55� comes from the vertical-velocity autocorrelation in
Eq. �49�. It does depend on the frequency and is related to
the vertical integration of the function Czz�� ,q� ,z ,z�� in Eq.
�54� such that

CNM
�2� ��,q�� = qy

2	
−1

1

dz1	
−1

1

dz2�z1
2 − 1�

��z2
2 − 1�z1

Nz2
MCzz��,q�,z1,z2� . �57�

Substitution of the second-order Galerkin approximation for
Czz�� ,q� ,z1 ,z2� into Eq. �57� yields an explicit expression
for C�2��� ,q��. However, since this expression is very long,
it is not presented here although it will be used in the sequel.
It is obvious that decomposition �55� of the correlation ma-
trix into two parts corresponds to the two different mode-
coupling mechanisms in the Squire equation as explained in
Sec. IV.

Now, we have all the information required to evaluate the
autocorrelation function of the normal-wall vorticity fluctua-
tions including confinement effects. Similarly to Eq. �54� for
wall-normal fluctuations, we find here that

���z
���,q�,z���z���,q��,z���

= Wzz��,q�,z,z���2
�3��� − �����q� − q��� , �58�

where the function Wzz�� ,q� ,z1 ,z2� again is a sum of two
contributions corresponding to the two mode-coupling
mechanisms,
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Wzz�z1,z2� = Wzz
�1��z1,z2� + Wzz

�2��z1,z2� ,

Wzz
�1��z1,z2� = �z1

2 − 1��z2
2 − 1�CIJ

�1�z1
Nz2

MXNI
−1�XMJ

−1 ,

Wzz
�2��z1,z2� = �z1

2 − 1��z2
2 − 1�CIJ

�2�z1
Nz2

MXNI
−1�XMJ

−1 , �59�

where summation over repeated indices is understood and
where the �� ,q�� dependence has not been indicated explic-
itly.

Inverting the matrix in Eq. �53� and using expressions
�56� and �57� one can in principle determine the frequency-
dependent autocorrelation function for the wall-normal-
vorticity fluctuations. However, as mentioned in Sec. IV A,
to determine the nonequilibrium energy amplification we
only need the equal-time-correlation function averaged over
the height of the fluid layer. This equal-time-correlation
function can be obtained by applying a double inverse Fou-
rier transform in the frequencies � and �� to Eq. �59�. If we
then integrate over the vertical components z and z� and
introduce a factor 1

2 to maintain consistency with the half-
height of the layer as reducing parameter, we obtain an ex-
pression of the form Wzz�q���2
�2��q� −q��� with

Wzz�q�� =
1

4

	

−�

�

d�	
−1

1

dz1	
−1

1

dz2Wzz��,q�,z1,z2� .

�60�

Of course, as the dynamic Wzz�� ,q� ,z1 ,z2� �Eq. �59��
splits into two parts, the static Wzz�q�� splits into two parts
accordingly. Let us consider each part separately. The first
contribution can be evaluated from the explicit expressions
of the inverse linear-response function �Eq. �53�� and the
correlation matrix �Eq. �56��. By substitution of this informa-
tion into the second line of Eq. �59� and by performing the
integrals as required by Eq. �60�, we obtain

Wzz
�2��q�� = S̃Re10

12q�
2 � Wzz

�E��q�� . �61�

Therefore, just as in Eq. �43a� for the “bulk” fluctuations, we
find again that the self-coupling of the vorticity fluctuations
does not yield any nonequilibrium contribution to the inten-
sity of the wall-normal-vorticity fluctuations. The difference
of about 17% between Eqs. �43a� and �61� is a consequence
of us having retained only two terms in the Galerkin expan-
sion. Actually, it can be shown that the self-coupling will
never yield any nonequilibrium contribution to the intensity
of the wall-normal-vorticity fluctuations, independent of any
Galerkin approximation. However, this physical result is not
true for the dynamic structure factor Wzz

�2��� ,q� ,z ,z��, for
which the self-coupling mechanism in the Squire equation
does induce a nonequilibrium contribution.

We conclude that the nonequilibrium contribution to the
wall-normal-vorticity fluctuations solely arises from the sec-
ond term in Eq. �55�, i.e., from the coupling between the
vorticity fluctuations and the velocity fluctuations. From the
information presented it is possible to obtain the solution for
a second-order Galerkin approximation to Wzz

NE�q��. In Fig. 2
we show the solution for qz=0, qx=qy ��=
 /4� and for two
values of the Reynolds number, namely, Re=50 and Re
=800. The overall shape of Wzz

NE�q�� does not depend

strongly on the Reynolds number. However, as can be seen
from the lower panel in Fig. 2, when the factor Re cos � is
sufficiently large, we observe a shoulder at wave numbers q�

below where Wzz
NE�q�� passes through a maximum. This

shoulder may be a reminiscence of the algebraic wave-
number dependence of the bulk solution �44a�. However, a
final resolution of this feature would require a more exact
evaluation of the intensity of the nonequilibrium vorticity
fluctuations.

It is possible to obtain simple analytic expressions for the
intensity of the nonequilibrium wall-normal-vorticity fluc-
tuations for small and large wave numbers,

Wzz
�NE��q�� →

q�→0

S̃
3Re3

364
q�

4 sin2 � + O�q�
6� , �62a�

Wzz
�NE��q�� →

q�→�

S̃
45Re3

112q�
2 sin2 � + O�q�

−4� , �62b�

to be compared with Eq. �44� for the wave-number depen-
dence of the wall-normal-vorticity fluctuations in the absence
of boundary conditions. As is to be expected �1,36�, a com-
parison between Eqs. �44a� and �62a� confirms that the
boundary conditions profoundly affect the intensity of the
nonequilibrium vorticity fluctuations at small wave numbers.
The asymptotic behavior of the intensity at large wave num-
bers is unaffected by the boundary conditions. The small
difference of the coefficient 45 /112�0.402 in Eq. �62b�
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FIG. 2. Normalized intensity Wzz
NE�q�� / S̃ of the nonequilibrium

wall-normal-vorticity fluctuations as a function of the horizontal
wave number for qz=0, qx=qy ��=
 /4�. The dotted curve repre-
sents the bulk solution given by Eq. �43b�. The solid curve repre-
sents the second-order Galerkin approximation incorporating the
boundary conditions. Upper panel is for Re=50 and lower panel for
Re=800.
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from the exact value of 0.5 in Eq. �44b� shows that our
two-term Galerkin expansion yields a good approximation
for the intensity of the nonequilibrium wall-normal-vorticity
fluctuations.

From Fig. 2 we see that the intensity Wzz
�NE��q�� exhibits a

simple crossover between the two asymptotic limits, repre-
sented by Eq. �44�, except for a shoulder at large values of
Re cos �. While the complete mathematical solution for
Wzz

�NE��q�� is very complex, we have found that the solution
can be represented by a simple approximant of the form

Wzz
�NE��q�� �

S̃Re3 3

364
q�

2 sin2 �

1 + a�Re cos ��2q�
2 + b�Re cos ��2q�

4 +
4

195
q�

6

�63�

with a=1.9�10−4 and b=1.8�10−5. This approximant for
Wzz

�NE��q�� reproduces the limiting behavior of the solution as
given by Eq. �62a�, while the parameters a and b have been
chosen so that the approximant also accounts for the pres-
ence of a shoulder of the type seen in the lower panel of Fig.
2. We have numerically checked that approximant �63� never
deviates from the numerical solution by more than 10%.
Hence, instead of the mathematical solution for the Galerkin
approximation we shall use in the sequel approximant �63� to
represent Wzz

�NE��q��.

VI. NONEQUILIBRIUM ENERGY AMPLIFICATION

A very interesting property of laminar flows is the kinetic
energy associated with the intrinsic thermally excited veloc-
ity fluctuations. We shall first evaluate the kinetic-energy en-
hancement due to the nonequilibrium velocity fluctuations in
the bulk and then consider the effect of the boundary condi-
tions on the kinetic-energy enhancement.

A. Energy amplification in the absence of boundary conditions

To determine the nonequilibrium enhancement of the ki-
netic energy, we need the autocorrelation functions of all the
fluctuating-velocity components. Inverting the relationship
��z�q , t�= iqx�vy�q , t�− iqy�vx�q , t� and using the
divergence-free condition for the velocity fluctuations, we
can relate the kinetic energy to the intensities of the wall-
normal-velocity and vorticity fluctuations,

��vi
��q,t� · �vi�q�,t�� =

q2

q�
2 ��vz

��q,t��vz�q�,t��

+
1

q�
2 ���z

��q,t���z�q�,t�� , �64�

where summation over the index i is understood. Upon sub-
stituting Eqs. �35� and �36� into the RHS of Eq. �64� and
using Eqs. �37�–�42�, we see that the kinetic energy associ-
ated with the fluctuations can be written as

��vi
��q,t� · �vi�q�,t�� = K�q��2
�3��q − q�� . �65�

The intensity K�q� of the kinetic-energy fluctuations is the

sum of an equilibrium contribution 2S̃Re and a nonequilib-
rium contribution KNE�q�,

K�q� = 2S̃Re + KNE�q� , �66�

where

K̃NE�q� =
q2

q�
2Czz

�NE��q� +
1

q�
2Wzz

�NE��q� , �67�

with Czz
�NE��q� and Wzz

�NE��q� given by Eqs. �39� and �43b�,
respectively.

The energy amplification of the system under shear can be
readily obtained by applying a double inverse Fourier trans-
formation �in q and q�� to Eq. �65� and substituting the result
into the dimensionless version of Eq. �11�,

���v�t��2� =
1

Ṽ2
	 	

Ṽ�Ṽ

drdr�	
R3

dq

�2
�3K�q�eiq�r−r��,

�68�

where the dimensionless averaging volume Ṽ equals the
physical volume V divided by L3. If we substitute the equi-
librium part of K�q� into Eq. �68� we reproduce the dimen-
sionless version of the equilibrium result, given by Eq. �12�,
namely, ���v�t��2�E=2S̃Re / Ṽ. The nonequilibrium term

K̃NE�q� in Eq. �66� implies the existence of a nonequilibrium
enhancement of the kinetic energy in a system under shear, a
phenomenon commonly referred to as energy amplification
in the fluid-dynamics literature. Substituting Eq. �67� into
Eq. �68�, we obtain for the nonequilibrium energy amplifica-
tion

���v�t��2�NE =
1

�2
�3	
R3

dqKNE�q� , �69�

where the limit Ṽ→0 has been taken.
The integral in Eq. �69� can be readily evaluated without

any need of introducing a cutoff for small values of the wave
number. Specifically, the anisotropic nature of the nonequi-
librium fluctuations in a system under shear causes the diver-
gent 1 /q2 terms in the asymptotic expansion for large q of
Czz

�NE��q� to cancel on integration over the azimuthal angle �.
Therefore, the first terms with a nonzero contribution in the
large-q limit are proportional to q−4 and give meaningful
results when integrated over the wave number q, as dictated
by Eq. �69�. This issue has been discussed in detail in our
previous publication on the subject �36� and also by Wada
and Sasa �38�.

Substituting Eq. �67� into Eq. �69� and performing the
integration over R3, we obtain

���v�t��2�NE = S̃Re�IOS + IS��Re�3/2, �70�

where the coefficients IOS�0.0126 and IS�0.100 result
from the integration over R3 of Czz�q� �obtained from the
solution of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation� and Wzz�q� �ob-
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tained from the solution of the Squire equation�, respectively.
It is interesting to note that the contribution from the Squire
equation is much more important than that from the Orr-
Sommerfeld equation, a feature that will remain true when
the effect of the boundary conditions will be incorporated.

To interpret Eq. �70� it is convenient to revert to dimen-

sional physical variables. By using Eq. �27� for S̃, Eq. �16�
for Re, Eq. �13� for the velocities, and adding the equilibrium
contribution we find

���v�t��2� =
kBT

�0

 2

V
+ 0.1126 ��̇�

�
�3/2� , �71�

which does not depend explicitly on L, as is to be expected
when boundary conditions are not considered. It is interest-
ing to note from Eq. �71� that the equilibrium contribution
does depend on the averaging volume V as in Eq. �12�, while
the nonequilibrium contribution does not. This feature is a
consequence of the spatially long-ranged nature of the non-
equilibrium fluctuations. We also observe that, within the
linear theory presented in this paper, the nonequilibrium en-
ergy amplification increases with the shear rate to the power
3/2. Of course, the energy amplification cannot increase un-
boundedly with the shear rate and should eventually become
saturated for large shear rates by some nonlinear mechanism,
probably related to the onset of turbulence.

B. Energy amplification in the presence
of boundary conditions

To accommodate the boundary conditions we apply, just
as in Sec. V, a spatial Fourier transformation in the plane
parallel to the boundaries. Then, instead of Eq. �64�, the re-
lationship between the equal-time-correlation functions be-
comes

��vi
��q�,z��vi�q��,z��� = ��vz

��q�,z��vz�q��,z���

+
1

q�
2 ��z�z���vz

��q�,z��vz�q��,z���

+ ���z
��q�,z���z�q��,z���� �72�

at any time t. Note that, just as in Eqs. �54� and �58�, all
correlation functions in Eq. �72� are proportional to
��q� −q���.

A major effect of the boundary conditions is that they
break the translational symmetry of the correlation functions
along the wall-normal z axis. Thus the equal-time-correlation
functions in Eq. �72� not only depend on the distance
�z−z�� but also on the average position �z+z�� /2. Hence, in
evaluating the energy amplification we need to specify the
spatial position z where the volume element V for taking the
average is located. One simple possibility would be to evalu-
ate the energy amplification at midheight, i.e., for z=z�=0.
However, physically more relevant is the energy amplifica-
tion averaged over the height of the fluid layer. We thus
extend the volume V for averaging the velocity fluctuations
in Eq. �10� to the full height of the fluid layer �i.e., in
physical units from z=−L to z= +L� but with a small surface
area A in the horizontal x-y plane. This shape of averaging

volume V corresponds to the volumes probed in light-
scattering or shadowgraph experiments �1,19�. Due to the
boundary conditions, with this choice of volume element the
middle term in the RHS of Eq. �72�, containing derivatives
of the wall-normal-velocity-correlation function, does not
contribute to the average energy amplification.

To determine the �average� energy amplification we apply
a two-dimensional inverse Fourier transformation in q� and
q�� and then average over the volume element specified
above. Using the information collected in Sec. V for the
velocity and vorticity correlation functions, we conclude that
this energy amplification can be expressed as

���v�t��2� =
1

2Ã2
	 	

Ã�Ã

dr�dr��	
R2

dq�

�2
�2K�q��eiq��r�−r���,

�73�

where

K�q�� = Czz�q�� +
1

q�
2Wzz�q�� �74�

with Wzz�q�� defined by Eq. �60� and Czz�q�� by Eq. �39� in
our previous publication on the subject �36�. The prefactor in
the LHS of Eq. �73� includes the inverse dimensionless hori-

zontal area Ã of the averaging volume times the height �2 in
dimensionless units�. The height does not appear squared
because a factor 2 was already included in the definition of
Wzz�q�� and Czz�q��. This definition facilitates a comparison
between results obtained with and without boundary condi-
tions, as will be explained in Sec. VI C.

As a next step we need to perform the integration in Eq.
�73�. For this purpose it is convenient to decompose K�q��,
defined by Eq. �74�, into an equilibrium and a nonequilib-
rium contribution. Combining Eq. �61� with Eq. �41a� in Ref.
�36� we find for the equilibrium contribution,

KE�q�� = S̃Re� 7

10

q�
2

q�
2 + 3

+
10

12� . �75�

Upon substituting Eq. �75� into Eq. �73�, performing the in-
tegrations, and reverting the result to physical dimensions,
we obtain

���v�t��2�E �
23

15

kBT

�2LA
, �76�

where we display only the leading term in the limit of aver-
aging over a small horizontal surface A. In that case we
obtain from our second-order approximation a result that is
approximately 20% off from the exact expected result
�23 /15�1.533 to be compared with 2�.

The nonequilibrium energy amplification can be evaluated
by a similar procedure, namely, by substituting into Eq. �74�
the nonequilibrium part of Czz�q��, given by Eq. �41b� in Ref.
�36�, and the nonequilibrium part of Wzz�q��, given by Eq.
�63�. In this case, the integration over q� in Eq. �73� is always
convergent �no short-ranged fluctuations� and the limit can
be taken even before integrating over the wave vector.
Hence, instead of Eq. �73�, one can directly use the more
convenient expression
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���v�t��2�NE =
1

2
	

R2

dq�

�2
�2�Czz
�NE��q�� +

Wzz
�NE��q��

q�
2 � .

�77�

Integral �77� cannot be performed analytically for arbitrary
Reynolds numbers. However, the asymptotic limit for large
Re can be evaluated explicitly and we obtain in terms of the
dimensional physical variables,

���v�t��2�NE →
Re→�kBT

�0

1.43 ln Re − 4.28

L3 + 0.47
��̇�
�L
� ,

�78�

where the first two terms arise from the solution of the sto-
chastic Orr-Sommerfeld equation and the third term from the
stochastic Squire equation. Hence, just as in the absence of
boundary conditions, we find that the contribution from the
Squire equation is much more important than the contribu-
tion from the Orr-Sommerfeld equation.

C. Comparison of energy amplification with
and without confinement

An accurate quantitative analysis of the effect of confine-
ment on the energy amplification cannot be obtained from a
direct comparison between Eqs. �71� and �78� for the energy
amplification with and without boundary conditions because
of the different averaging volume used in the two cases. For
such a comparison we re-evaluate integral �68� for the bulk
energy amplification over the same volume V used in the
evaluation of integral �73� for the energy amplification in the
presence of boundary conditions. For this purpose we ap-
proximate the vertical integral in Eq. �68� as

1

4�2
�	−1

1

dz1	
−1

1

dz2eiqz�z1−z2� =
1

2
��qz� , �79�

where we have assumed that the integration interval
��−L ,L� in physical units� for z1 can be extended to infinity,
so that a delta function of qz is obtained. If we then substitute
Eq. �79� into Eq. �68� we obtain for the bulk energy ampli-
fication averaged over a volume element that comprises the
full height of the layer,

���v�t��2��B� =
1

2Ã2
	 	

Ã�Ã

dr�dr��	
R2

dq�

�2
�2K�B�

��q�,qz = 0�eiq��r�−r���. �80�

Here we have introduced a superscript B for bulk to indicate
that Eq. �66� associated with the bulk fluctuations needs to be
substituted into Eq. �80�. Comparing Eq. �80� with Eq. �73�,
we observe that we are now evaluating the energy amplifi-
cation without confinement by an averaging procedure com-
pletely parallel to the evaluation of the energy amplification
with confinement in Sec. VI B. We note that the factor 1/2
appearing before the delta function in Eq. �79� is the reason
why a similar factor 1/2 arising from the dimensionless
height of the layer was included in definition �60� of Wzz�q��
when boundary conditions are considered. Otherwise we

would have a prefactor 1 /4Ã2 in Eq. �73� in contrast to the

prefactor 1 /2Ã2 in Eq. �80�. Equation �80� also explains why
the energy amplification in a confined layer has to be com-
pared with the intensity of the bulk energy amplification at
qz=0, as was done in Fig. 2 for the wall-normal-vorticity
fluctuations and in our previous publication �36� for the wall-
normal-velocity fluctuations.

For the nonequilibrium part of integral �80� the limit

Ã→0 can be taken, just as in Eq. �77�. Then Eq. �80� reduces
to a two-dimensional integral that has two contributions, one
from Czz

�NE��q� ,0�, given by Eq. �39�, and the other from
Wzz

�NE��q� ,0�, given by Eq. �43�. The first contribution to the
integral can be evaluated easily. The evaluation of the second
contribution is more involved since the integrand diverges at
qz=0, as is evident from Eq. �45�. This complication can be
solved by evaluating the leading term when qz→0 of Eq.
�80�, which is �qz

−1/2, and then substitute it into the LHS of
Eq. �79�. We skip any further details but quote the final re-
sults in terms of dimensional physical variables,

���v�t��2�NE
�B� =

kBT

�0
� �3

4


�̇

�L
+

0.095
�L

 ��̇�
�
�5/4� . �81�

The first term in Eq. �81� arises from the solution of the
Orr-Sommerfeld equation and the second one from the solu-
tion of the Squire equation. On comparing Eq. �81� with Eq.
�71�, where the velocity fluctuations were averaged over a
small volume element V in the absence of boundary condi-
tions, we note that averaging the fluctuations over the full
height of the layer results in some lowering of the energy
amplification. Specifically, the Orr-Sommerfeld equation
now yields a contribution to the nonequilibrium energy am-
plification that increases proportionally to �̇ instead of �̇3/2,
and the Squire equation yields a contribution that is now
proportional to �̇5/4 instead of �̇3/2.

On comparing Eq. �78� for the layer-averaged nonequlib-
rium energy amplification in the presence of boundary con-
ditions with Eq. �81� in the absence of boundary conditions,
we conclude that confinement causes some reduction in the
nonequilibrium energy amplification. Specifically, incorpora-
tion of the boundary conditions causes the Orr-Sommerfeld
contribution to increase with the logarithm of the shear rate
and the Squire contribution proportional to the shear rate
itself.

VII. DISCUSSION

In this paper we have evaluated the intrinsic nonequilib-
rium enhancement of the velocity fluctuations in laminar
Couette flow, i.e., an enhancement that is always present as a
consequence of thermal excitations. We have determined the
nonequilibrium fluctuations of all velocity components by
combining the solution of the stochastic Orr-Sommerfeld
equation for the wall-normal-velocity fluctuations, obtained
in a previous publication �36�, with the solution of the sto-
chastic Squire equation for the wall-normal-vorticity fluctua-
tions. The nonequilibrium normal-velocity fluctuations are
caused by a self-coupling of the normal-velocity fluctuations
through the velocity gradient. The nonequilibrium normal-
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vorticity fluctuations are affected by two coupling mecha-
nisms, namely, a self-coupling of the normal-vorticity fluc-
tuations and a cross coupling of the normal-vorticity
fluctuations with the normal-velocity fluctuations. However,
we have found that the self-coupling of the vorticity fluctua-
tions affects the time dependence but not the intensity of the
nonequilibrium normal-vorticity fluctuations. Hence, the
equal-time normal-vorticity correlation functions only result
from the coupling of the normal-vorticity fluctuations with
the normal-velocity fluctuations. By averaging over the fluc-
tuations of all velocity components and over all wave-vector
directions, we have also determined the net energy amplifi-
cations resulting from the intrinsic velocity fluctuations. It
turns out that the solution of the stochastic Orr-Sommerfeld
equation yields a minor contribution and the solution of the
stochastic Squire equation yields a major contribution to the
energy amplification. Hence, the dominant contribution to
the energy amplification arises from the cross coupling be-
tween normal-vorticity and normal-velocity fluctuations.

We have restricted the analysis here to the equal-time-
correlation functions that represent the nonequilibrium en-
hancement of the intensity of the fluctuations. It would also
be of interest to analyze the time dependence of the nonequi-
librium fluctuations, as pointed out by several investigators
�29,34,45,46�. The method for solving the stochastic Orr-
Sommerfeld and Squire equations, presented in this paper,
can also be used to determine the time-dependent velocity-
correlation functions. However, such an analysis is more
complicated since it would require also an evaluation of the
effects from the self-coupling of the normal-vorticity fluctua-
tions.

In this paper we have obtained the solutions of the sto-
chastic Orr-Sommerfeld and Squire equations in the presence
of boundary conditions in terms of a Galerkin approxima-
tion. With the Galerkin approximation we were able to elu-
cidate the nature of the energy amplification as affected by
the boundary conditions. A more rigorous treatment in terms
of the Orr-Sommerfeld and Squire operators is under inves-
tigation.

While we have investigated the nonequilibrium energy
amplification associated with intrinsic thermal noise, other
investigators have studied energy amplification in laminar

Couette flow and Poiseulle flow resulting from externally
imposed noise, also referred to as stochastic forcing
�27,32,34�. The physical mechanisms for the nonequilibrium
energy enhancement from thermal noise or from imposed
noise are very similar. This can be illustrated by comparing
our results with those obtained by Bamieh and Dahleh �32�
for energy amplification in channel flows with stochastic
forcing. The analysis of Bamieh and Dahleh �32� was re-
stricted to fluctuations in the spanwise direction, which,
translated to our language, means fluctuations with qx=0.
From an inspection of the Fourier-transformed Orr-
Sommerfeld �Eq. �19�� and Squire �Eq. �22�� equations one
readily sees that the condition qx=0 implies that the normal-
velocity fluctuations remain the same as in equilibrium, so
that only the normal-vorticity fluctuations exhibit a nonequi-
librium enhancement in the spanwise direction. In our analy-
sis the intensity Wzz

�NE��q�� of the nonequilibrium enhance-
ment of the fluctuations in the spanwise direction is
approximated by Eq. �63� with cos �=1. We confirm the
observation of Bamieh and Dahleh �32� that this quantity

increases with Re3. However, since the product S̃Re is inde-
pendent of Re, the actual nonequilibrium enhancement in-
creases with Re2. From our Fig. 2 we also confirm the ob-
servation of previous investigators �27,32� that the maximum
of the nonequilibrium enhancement of the fluctuations occurs
at a dimensionless wave number of about 1.5. It is important
to note that we have not only obtained the intensity of the
fluctuations in the spanwise direction but in all directions. If
we average over all directions we find that the net energy
amplification for large Reynolds numbers varies only lin-
early with the Reynolds number Re or the shear rate �̇0 in
accordance with Eq. �78�.
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